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Because the economy of the developed world has locked itself into the delusion of infinite
growth, we have no option but to demand more. Though the lives of seven billion of us literally
depend on more always being available, we are collectively incapable of recognizing that our
profligate lifestyle has reached its limits. Yet two billion more people are going to turn up over the
next forty years, they too will insist on being fed.But we remain in denial. It is in our short term
interests to accept cornucopian economics and political wishful thinking so that we can have a
little while longer to reject the reality of overpopulation, resource depletion and climate
change.We must face the fact that we have reached the End of More.

About the AuthorDavid Black is an internationally recognized consultant in emergency planning
and disaster response. With nearly twenty years of experience in search and rescue and as a
wilderness and urban first responder, he has served as a consultant and architect of community
disaster response and management systems both here and abroad.From the AuthorDave Black
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management systems both in the United States and abroad. James C. Jones is the cofounder of
Live Free USA, a national survival club and self-reliance organization. A certified hazard control
manager and EMT, he has developed and conducted hundreds of survival training events and
seminars over the past forty years and has written hundreds of articles for Live Free’s newsletter,
American Survivor. He currently writes articles for several national preparedness and survival
publications while continuing to teach a variety of survival courses and to make presentations at
major preparedness expositions. His books include Beyond Survival: An Introduction to the Self-
Reliance Revolution and The Live Free Book of Total Survival. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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The EndOfMoreInfinite demand on finite resourcesis making humankind
unsustainableJosephine Smit Norman PagettFirst published in Great Britain 2013Revised
and updated edition 2015Revised and updated edition 2016Copyright 2013by Josephine Smit
and Norman PagettNo part of this publication may be reproduced or usedin any manner without
the written consentof the publisher, except forbrief quotations in critical articles or
reviewsCertain data correct at the time of writingmay change over time,and will be corrected in
future editionsLees PublishingEnergy is our capital and we are consumingmore than we
produce whether as food or fuel;that means that humanity has maxed out thecredit card of our
environment.Our chances of collective survival are beingdestroyed by overconsumption.This
book is a concise history of howwe acquired that capital and how we spent it.It undermines the
delusion that ourcredit will last into infinity.We spell out the problem.The solutions are in the
hands of you, the reader.Like everyone else, we hope the problem will go away.Table of
ContentsPrefaceSection OneTriumvirate of chaosAfraid of the dark?Energy on the edgeFirst
LightWages of warThe stirring of the sheiksHoly oilFuelling your fantasiesSection TwoHead
countWeight of numbersBreathing spaceOut of controlFear citiesSurviveOf gods and
governanceSection ThreeGrain of truthGrowing unrestPoor dirtWatertightFeeding you liesNo
morePreface“Complex societies collapse through the complexity that created them”Joseph
Tainter, anthropologistWe are gambling with our lives.More than seven billion people have
staked everything on the roulette wheel of industrial complexity. When it stops turning, six billion
are going to lose all they have, including their lives.Oil, coal and gas gave us the chips to put on
the table, and everyone born into the industrialised world was invited to join in a game where no
one could lose. We made the wheels spin in our factories, and the gaming tables of our gigantic
industries paid out global scale winnings to everyone. We ripped the earth apart to get more
coal, oil and gas so that we could keep on betting that our world economy would expand
forever.But our leaders seem to have differing views of how to maintain that expansion. If we
choose to believe economists, then spending infinite amounts of money will go on increasing
everyone’s wealth into infinity. This fits neatly with the views of politicians, who can only keep
their jobs through economic success. They pay economists to tell them what they want to hear,
nod in agreement and persuade us and themselves that growth is all, and that we can keep on
producing stuff forever.Capitalists join the chorus and insist that theirs is the system that made
us all rich by buying and selling that stuff to one another, ignoring the truth that wealth for a few
has meant endless debt for everybody else. Others point to the brilliance of our engineers,
inventors and scientists who so altered our environment that we now have the technology that
allows us to defy heat, cold, hunger and gravity. We may be in a bit of a mess right now, but all
we have to do is wait for someone to devise new ‘technology’ that will catch up with our
demands and get us out of it. Whatever happens, our society of wheeled convenience must roll
on.The trivial detail that no technology can function without energy input is conveniently ignored



by everyone in government and many of our most gifted scientists. It also forms the comforting
certainty of the vast majority of the world’s population, who remain convinced that prosperity can
be voted into office.Those of an even more delusional inclination believe that man can suddenly
reverse millennia of homicidal history and the carnage of unceasing warfare, and become gentle
pastoralists working in harmony for a common good. But there are too many of us and we have
lost the collective skills necessary to do that even if we could stop trying to kill each other.It
might be even more comforting to take fallacy to its extreme and leave our destiny in the hands
of priests and charlatans. They gladly use our fears to inflict their personal certainties on us, and
to quote US Senator James Inhofe (R.Okla.):“as long as the earth remains there will be
springtime and harvest, cold and heat, winter and summer, day and night.” (Genesis 8:22)“My
point is, God’s still up there. The arrogance of people to think that we, human beings, would be
able to change what He is doing in the climate is to me outrageous.”This reassures us that
humankind is not subject to the laws of physics at all.What is truly outrageous is that Inhofe is
currently the chair of the US Senate committee for the environment and public works, but he is
only being true to his faith, which encourages infinite growth as a divine right. He is one of many
who bend the facts of established science to prove a personal reality and force it on others. But
whether faith-driven or not, we all consider ourselves to have that same right, to consume
beyond our needs on the assumption that ‘now’ is eternal. By creating superior deities, then
transferring that superiority onto ourselves, we have assumed licence to ravage the earth.Such
delusion has brought us to where we are now, but important as those factors are, they cloud the
issue.We are where we are through the inherited survival instincts of our primitive hunter-
gatherer forebears, driven by the same forces that drove them. We are trying to make sense of a
twenty first century environment with brains that have not evolved for countless millennia. This
means that the sophisticated manoeuvrings of world governments are still subject to the
constantly shifting dynamics of pan-global tribes bending the ever-pliable truth of politics and
religion, in the same way that our ancestors did, with the same primitive thinking forcing each
tribe to strive for ultimate control over its food and energy sources and the right to exist. On an
overcrowded planet, that makes violent conflict inevitable.The story of what we know as
civilisation has been the story of acquisition, whether through duplicitous greed, religious dogma
or outright warfare. Science, politics, economics and movement of capital have always been the
means by which it was done. Always the drive has been to acquire more with no concern about
someone else having less. This is not a condemnation of mankind or a promotion of Marxist
philosophy, it is simply recognition of ourselves.Those hunters are us, and we are they. To
imagine that control of fire, pretty clothes, warm houses and the invention of the wheel have
changed who and what we are perhaps reveals our ultimate self-deception.Several million years
of evolution gave us the intellect to survive at any cost in a hostile environment, and although we
wear the disguise of civilised humanity, beneath that veneer is a carnivorous species we have
named Homo Sapiens. Despite having granted ourselves the title of ‘wise human being’ our
prime function is no different to a bacterium: to exploit opportunities for eating and reproduction.



Nature is indifferent to what we do with our time here after we’ve done that, as long as we don’t
mess up our nest. Physiology dictates what we are; our history shows where we are headed. If
that history has taught us anything, it is that we are on a one way ride.Brain and muscle working
together took us away from a hunter gatherer lifestyle and into settled farming. Brain devised
tools, muscle made them, and the uses we found for them grew in lockstep with the
advancement of what we now regard as civilization.But we must not shy away from the truth: that
ten thousand years of settled agriculture and industry have not given our brains enough time to
evolve beyond that of the primate species who must ultimately kill to eat. Though our industry
has allowed us to distance ourselves from the messy business of slaughter, it has not removed
the need for it.Our ancestors locked themselves, and us, into an economic system that can only
sustain itself by infinite growth.Our success in expanding our population demanded and created
in turn more employment, more housing, bigger cities and a more complex infrastructure that
grew down the millennia. It could only be supported with constantly increasing primary sources
of energy from food and fuel. Once on that path of progress our forebears could not stop
sourcing their energy from their fields and herds and go back to a hunter-gatherer lifestyle, any
more than we can realistically embrace the current nonsense that our factories can be powered
down and we can return to a life of bucolic peasantry.So we will continue to compete with one
another. Whether that is on the trading floor of a finance house, on the battlefield, the ever-
deeper oilwell, or on the racetrack, the demand of genetic survival forces us to prove that we can
win. We have added to the irony of our current situation by becoming aware of our genetic code
at the very point in our history when its unstoppable force is driving us into the abyss of
catastrophe. What we call good business and commercial success hide the fact that we are still
carnivorous hunters, camouflaged only by the trappings of civilization. Our striving for more is
the urgency to prove our individual self-worth and elevate ourselves within the tribal
hierarchy. This is the primary force that has driven politicians, scientists, financiers, economists,
priests and the lives of all of us no matter how seemingly insignificant, into the labyrinth of what
we regard as our civilization. That same force has left us with no option but to consume our
global resources at an ever faster rate and we will go on consuming until no more can be got
hold of. Having promoted ourselves to the role of biological supremacy it is difficult to accept that
the planet has finally recognised us as a threat to the biosphere itself. Heat, wind and water are
now being used with elemental ferocity to get rid of what has become an infestation by a plague
species.Section OneThe triumvirate of chaosIn a small way the plight of the British in 1940
resembles the state of the civilised world now. At that time we had had nearly a decade of the
well-intentioned, but quite wrong belief that peace was all that mattered. The followers of the
peace lobbies of the 1930s resembled the green lobbies now, their intentions were more than
good, but wholly inappropriate for the war that was about to start.James Lovelock, The
Vanishing face of Gaia We should have seen it coming.The forces of human endeavour have
created a global economy that now controls all our lives, but at the same time we have blinded
ourselves to the fact that those same forces are also making collapse inevitable. We have



ignored the warnings of nature, science and common sense in our pursuit of more: more people,
more fuel, more food. Each drives the others into excess in the name of progress and prosperity;
it is the triumvirate that governs our chances of survival.But there is a fundamental law of
collective survival: if a nation doesn’t produce enough indigenous surplus energy to support the
demands of its people, they must beg, buy, borrow or steal it from somewhere else, or face
eventual collapse and starvation until their numbers reach a sustainable level.Despite this, we
insist that our economy powers ahead at an ever faster rate to accommodate our demands for
fuel and food, without considering the source of that growth, or its consequences. Ultimately, we
have behaved like any other opportunistic species; we used energy sources and the food they
gave us to take ourselves beyond the limits of our environment.In our lifetimes most of us have
been lucky enough to be spared the horrors of extreme deprivation. Many of us have been
sufficiently prosperous to be able to help those less fortunate than ourselves, particularly the
people of the third world who continue to suffer famine and live in the most abject of
conditions.Now deprivation is climbing the ladder of prosperity in the developed nations of the
west, and that has grave implications for both ‘wealthy’ and poorer countries. For example,
foodbanks, previously unheard of in our prosperous societies, are now becoming so
commonplace as to be unremarkable. Greece is the obvious example of this economic decline
and hardship in Europe, but even wealthy Germany has 900 ‘Deutsche tafel’ foodbanks. The
USA now feeds 1 in 8 of its people through food aid, and foodbanks in Australia and New
Zealand are struggling to cope with demand. As pressures increase at home, aid levels to Africa
by wealthier nations are starting to decline.Meanwhile, the perceived wealth of Europe has
become the magnet for migration out of Africa and Asia. Low cost and readily available mobile
phone technologies show full supermarkets and an apparently prosperous lifestyle in other parts
of the world, making mass movement of people inevitable.Right now, the blame for declining
living standards in the west is being placed squarely on the political and financial system. Banks
and highly paid financiers have become the scapegoats for all that is wrong with our society, but
in truth the problem lies elsewhere.The developed world has built its perceived prosperity on
fossil fuel energy, and the entire structure of what we recognise as civilisation on the conversion
of explosive force into rotary motion. The house you live in, the car you drive and the road it
moves on are products of fossil fuel energy; your office, factory and every other place of
employment and whatever is produced there are also a construct of hydrocarbons, as is the food
you eat and the means by which it reaches your plate, and even the plate itself. We take the
attributes of our daily lives for granted and believe that, irrespective of our profligacy, they will not
only remain constant, but that our lives will continue to get better. But now infinite consumption is
driving us into a wall of finite resources.This book explains how history has brought us to this
point. Over the past 250 years man has used all his ingenuity and his fighting skills to bring
energy, food, water, and other natural resources to the brink of exhaustion.Our individualistic
society is destroying our means of collective survival; food, energy and population growth have
combined to form a single interlocked problem that is driving us into an uncertain future.We have



become quite literally the victims of our own success by using natural resources to fashion an
environment in which we have been able to thrive and multiply. We have founded wealthy
nations with massive physical and social infrastructures on the principle that continuing growth is
good for everyone and can continue into infinity.Whether hungry or bloated with excess, most of
the world population is almost entirely dependent on the energy input and heat output of fossil
fuels to produce, harvest, store, and distribute everything they consume. Fossil fuel reserves are
dwindling at the same time as numbers are rising, with the forecast being that the global
population will reach 9.6 billion by the middle of the century. In order to keep all of these people
alive, and with a lifestyle that increasing numbers are demanding, we will need the nitrate
fertiliser that comes from fossil fuels and the water that is in short supply, and we will constantly
have to try to find more land for agriculture as our soils become degraded through over-use. We
have few further undiscovered natural resources to exploit. The planet has been picked
clean.Accurate forecasting of the future is impossible, but most experts are starting to
acknowledge that we can no longer assume that life for everyone in the west will continue to get
better. Our past provides the best visualisation of how our lives will change when the fossil fuel
age comes to an end, and the developed world no longer enjoys its abundance of food and
possessions, or its economic growth. In the pre-industrial era we were all self-sufficient in food,
fuel and all the other essentials of life. That wasn’t a choice; it was a necessity because the
energy sources were not available to allow the large scale exchange of goods and services.
Every aspect of commerce was controlled by natural forces; our economy could only function at
the speed of hoof and sail.Although there has been international trade throughout recorded
history, ships carried only a few hundred tons of merchandise and could sail only at the mercy of
winds and tides. Even ships engaged in ocean going trade were still governed to an average
pace of a fast walk. Broadly speaking, with the exception of a privileged few, people did not
travel because the effort expended outweighed the rewards gained.The concept of secure
employment as we know it didn’t exist. A man was hired to carry out a specific task such as
bringing in the harvest, paid for his labour, and then had to seek new work. Essentially that is (by
our definition) a zero hours contract; suddenly it has become a familiar term again in our current
job market. If you wanted a trade you had to pay for an apprenticeship. Skills had a value and
were sold as training opportunities to those who could afford to buy. Is this all sounding familiar?
Universal free schooling did not become available until nations became wealthy enough to
afford it in the late 1800s through the prosperity created by the availability of cheap energy. As
cheap energy ceases to be readily available, this will decline, as will all the services we currently
regard as free.We can already see the signs of change in the rise of contract and freelance
employment, global shortages in supplies of basic foodstuffs, and the frantic attempts to find
replacements for fossil fuels. That is only the start of what promises to be a traumatic period of
transition.It is argued that continuing prosperity can be ensured if we make a few minor
adjustments to our lives: use less water, give up eating meat and adopt a vegetarian diet, or turn
down the central heating a couple of degrees. But the fact is that we cannot adapt and change



ourselves for the sake of the universal good. We cannot create a future without greed,
aggression, religious dogma, territorialism and all the other attributes of self-interest and
individualism that have given us what we know as civilisation.These traits have brought us this
far and created what we imagine to be normality. We enjoy our comfortable living, and will strive
to hold on to it.While individuals are capable of altruism, generosity and kindness towards
others, such positive traits only extend essentially to those closest to us, while the negative
drives us to attempt to overwhelm literally anything or anyone we perceive as likely to affect our
way of life adversely.“Each man is locked into a system that compels him to increase his herd
without limit -- in a world that is limited. Ruin is the destination toward which all men rush, each
pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the commons.
Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all.” Garret Hardin, Tragedy of the Commons, 1968.Post
9/11 the US government, facing a perceived threat to oil supplies from unfriendly exporters,
embarked on a programme of large scale ethanol production which by 2005 had reached such a
scale that it was impacting on global food supplies. It removed 30 million tonnes of corn from the
world food markets at a time when stocks were down to two months’ supply and harvests were
being badly affected by climatic conditions. This caused world grain prices to soar during 2007
and 2008 as 29 countries recognised the implications of world grain shortages and immediately
restricted or halted food exports of staple crops altogether. It resulted in food riots in Egypt,
Mexico and cities across the world as prices rose. Diverting food into fuel in such colossal
quantities inevitably destabilised world food markets, but the US government had no option but
to try to protect its own oil-consuming interests.This interruption in food supply was temporary
and limited but it clearly shows the fragility of civilised tolerance, and is a dress rehearsal for
what will happen when the supply of food, water, fossil fuel energy and other resources enter
terminal decline. That failure is inevitable because we have arranged our life support system so
that every part of it interlocks with all others.Historically, failing states have had three things in
common: they have been subject to energy shortages, food shortages and an excess of
population. Of the three, energy is the most critical. With surplus energy food can be acquired
and people fed. Without it, people starve. Ancient Rome, the superpower of 2000 years ago,
relied on free food from subject states under its control and slave energy to do the heavy work.
Continual expansion of empire eventually made this too big to sustain. A static economy is never
an option. When growth stopped, neither the excess population nor its slave energy source
could be fed and so the Roman empire declined into oblivion and chaos.There are clear
correlations between Ancient Rome’s situation and the challenges now facing much of the
developed world. We no longer do our own heavy work; we do not have a slave economy as the
Romans did, instead we rely on oil to provide our support. The comparison is exact. Two
centuries of technology have largely eradicated our innate understanding of how to live and
produce food on a day-to-day basis. What we regard as scientific progress has, in the name of
efficiency, created a complexity that has removed us progressively further from any
understanding of how life is sustained. The UK provides a simple illustration: it produces about



60% of the food consumed, achieved only by the concentrated use of fossil fuel fertilisers and
mechanised agriculture (effectively its ‘slaves’), the rest has to be imported, and the UK’s share
of home-produced food is steadily decreasing. Without that input, both from imported and ‘oil
slave’ production, the country would be a failed state on the brink of famine. Few of us know
where food comes from, how to store it, and in many cases, how to prepare it in any basic sense.
We eat well only because we have the means to buy imported food and bring it back to our
supermarkets, while an abundance of cheap energy is delivered through fuel pumps or light
switches. We are about to experience a world where that ceases to happen.Civilisation has the
thinnest and most fragile of veneers, and there is no point in looking to god or science or any
form of government to help us maintain it. Those we elect to public office are not gifted with
superior intellect. While they promote seemingly reassuring policies on food and renewable
energy, and the cornucopian economics of infinite growth, they are failing to grasp the full extent
of the problem that we all face, either through their ignorance or (more likely) wilful self-interest.
Democracy in the sense that we know it is only as old as the prosperity delivered by the
industrial revolution. When that prosperity is removed our democracy will vanish with it.Europe’s
increasing reliance on biofuels is a case in point. Governments’ pursuit of biofuel as an
alternative or additive to fossil fuel has blurred the line between food and fuel supplies. It has
incentivised industrial food producers to get into the oil energy business in the pursuit of
maximum profit, so that food energy and fuel energy are seen as the same thing in financial
terms, allowing the supply of basic foodstuffs to be controlled by a very few industrialised
producers and processors.Our politicians have a habit of offering solutions to world problems on
a piecemeal basis, that is, either for energy shortages or population or food supplies and so on,
as if they can be fixed one at a time. Political fixes that function in timescales that extend far
beyond the brief term of political office can only offer one guarantee, as former US president
George W Bush so aptly put it:"I'll be long gone before some smart person ever figures out
whathappened inside this Oval Office." George W Bush, 2008 No one aspect of the
difficulties that humanity faces is separate from another; energy drives the economy and
supports our lifestyle, but it also provides the tools of war. Prosperity drives the aspiration for a
more varied diet, putting pressures on available food supplies and pushing up prices of basic
foods for the world’s poorest. Numerous reasons are given for warfare, but they have almost
always been about acquisition of someone else’s resources. The spectre of excess population
and consumption overshadows all. The only certainty in political pronouncements is that the
politicians making them will be out of office and long gone by whatever future date is on offer:“I
am inaugurating a program to marshal both government and private research with the goal of
producing an unconventionally powered virtually pollution free automobile within five years."
Richard Nixon, 1969“We’ll also fund additional research in cutting-edge methods of producing
ethanol, not just from corn, but from wood chips and stalks, or switchgrass. Our goal is to make
this new kind of ethanol practical and competitive within six years.” George W Bush, 2007I
propose we use some of our oil and gas revenues to fund an Energy Security Trust that will drive



new research and technology to shift our cars and trucks off oil for good. Barack Obama
2013The common thread in such statements is the vital reassurance that technology will
somehow bring some form of deliverance and everyone will be able to take their mobile, free
choice, oil driven lifestyle unchanged into some kind of cornucopian infinity. It encompasses the
strange thinking that universal mobility is the key to infinite prosperity. It misses the point that oil
not only supplies the means to move around on wheels, it provides the reason for doing so.
Without oil, there will no longer be any purpose in travelling long distances. Wheels do not
create prosperity; we can afford wheels because we have sufficient prosperity to allow it. Moving
a ton and a half of metal around doesn’t create wealth; it burns (finite) fuel. Yet there is an almost
universal certainty that our ability to indulge in freedom of movement will guarantee wealth into
our future.Politics, like humanity in general, is concerned only with the here and now. Planning
for only 10 years ahead is impossible; promoting plans for mid-century is the stuff of political
fantasy by those desperate to hang onto office. Former US president Richard Nixon’s
‘unconventional automobile’ is as far removed from commercial reality now as it was 40 years
ago, Bush’s version falls into the same category. All nations face the same problem: there are
240 million vehicles on USA roads, and nearly 1 billion moving around the planet almost wholly
dependent on oil. The minute proportion of that number driven by alternative power still cannot
function without the subsidy that is in turn provided by the wealth created by conventional fossil
fuel energy. Vehicles driven by battery power are seen to show ‘promise’, but just as with
‘unconventional’ fuels, they are entirely dependent on hydrocarbons at every stage of
manufacture. Electric vehicles cannot function outside a hydrocarbon infrastructure; they are
freewheeling on our hydrocarbon infrastructure and have not moved beyond the preconditions
set by Nixon, Bush and Obama. Nor is there any likelihood that they will. Whichever country you
are in, think of your present elected government and decide if they will have the necessary ability
to rise to the challenges we will face as the transport system, which is so pivotal to the
functioning of our modern world, grinds to a halt.As energy availability declines steeply into the
coming century, the illusion will persist that we have freedom to do anything we choose, and
chaos will result from our futile attempts to do just that.Afraid of the dark?“Today’s city is the
most vulnerable social structure ever conceived by man” Martin Oppenheimer, sociologistOur
well lit, warm and comfortable lifestyle is barely a century old, yet we have come to see it as
normality. We flick a switch, and expect clean cheap power to flow at our fingertips, but looked at
through the lens of history, this period of affluence is only a brief flash of light in the million years
of mankind’s existence. Nonetheless more than half the world’s population have been drawn to
city living by a perception of warmth and relative prosperity, and the hope of sharing in wealth.
The billions who now look to cities to provide them with security and sustenance are unaware
that the city itself is supported only by inputs of fossil fuel energy, and is thus ultimately
unsustainable.Every modern city carries colossal amounts of embodied energy in the
construction, operation and maintenance of its basic infrastructure: roads, buildings, sewers,
electrical wiring, transport systems, lighting and so on. In fact, virtually every artefact found in the



city, no matter how seemingly trivial, has been manufactured and built into the urban commercial
infrastructure with the use of oil, coal and gas. The condition of the city is kept ‘livable’ by an
army of workers, refuse collectors, police, medics, and supervisory ‘officials’, and they too have
to be sustained by constant energy paid for by the contributions of the people who live
there.“Some cities may not go into a bankruptcy, but they may dissolve. They may cease to
exist,” Michael Coleman, advisor, California League of Cities (Los Angeles Times, July 2012)As
energy in its various forms becomes too expensive to buy, or simply unavailable at any price, the
lights go out, and a lot more besides.We have misled ourselves into thinking that cities are
sources of production, when in fact they are sinks of consumption. The apparent wealth created
by city financiers does not originate in the city, but is derived from the manipulation of resources
elsewhere; it is only the monetary wealth from that manipulation that flows back into the city. That
in turn drives the perceived value of everything else. That is why every aspect of city living is
relatively expensive compared to districts outside it.The business of the city turns on
hydrocarbon energy, no matter how remotely it is sourced. The manipulation of money cannot
happen unless the external support structure of the city allows it.Ours is the only era in history
when energy has been available in any form other than human or animal muscle, which was the
only constant and reliable power source available to create everything, from cooking pots to
cathedrals. It was the industrial revolution 250 years ago, and the invention of the viable steam
engine in particular, that allowed energy to be extracted from ever deeper seams of coal in
seemingly limitless quantities. The use of steam power in the USA and throughout the world
made drilling of oilwells and deep mining practical, releasing the equivalent of thousands of man
hours of energy from every ton of coal mined and every barrel of oil pumped. The net result of
this was cheaper and more efficient forms of production and transport, which in turn brought
down the cost of food and allowed expansion into virgin lands. As a result, world population
doubled from a billion to two billion in a century. To put that into perspective, the previous million
years of man’s history had produced less than one billion people.To illustrate the power obtained
from oil: one gallon of gasoline gives you the energy equivalent of fifty men each working for ten
hours, that’s five hundred man-hours of energy in total. If you doubt that, put a gallon of fuel in
your car, and drive it for thirty miles. Now recruit fifty men and split the original cost of the fuel
between them as payment for pushing your car back to where you started. You cannot move
your car by putting money in the tank, neither will the price of a gallon of gasoline buy those fifty
men enough food energy to push your car for thirty miles even at a walking pace. The missing
part of the equation is the energy value of the gasoline itself which ‘bought’ thirty miles of travel.
That in essence forms the basis of our industrialized society.Pay each of those fifty men the
general hourly rate for ten hours work in the country where you live, and that gives you the actual
value of oil in terms of work done. The truth is that money has no value unless it is backed up by
energy.The development of machinery allowed the energy in oil and coal to be converted into
financial capital by replacing manual labour. The historic link between the work input of muscle
power and the food and living that resulted from it was broken forever, changing our



understanding of the meaning of work itself.In only 250 years, the power of fossil fuel energy has
created the current infrastructure of affluence that we have come to regard as normal, and it’s
easy to forget that only a few generations separate us from a ‘naked flame’ society. Oil, coal and
natural gas changed our entire lifestyle by giving us the raw materials for manufacturing and
long-distance transport, artificial fertiliser, plastics and literally hundreds of thousands of other
products that we take for granted. Fossil fuel energy gives us our heat and light, leisure time and
travel, grows and delivers our cheap food, controls infectious diseases, purifies our water and
distributes it, removes our wastes and perhaps most important of all provides the fundamental
currency that drives commerce itself. Because hydrocarbon fuel, and oil in particular gave
humanity some kind of future guarantee of abundance, it could be used to secure debt.Look
around you: imagine everything that uses fossil fuel input in its manufacture being removed, and
you will be sitting naked on bare earth, starving to death. That sums up our reliance on
hydrocarbon energy, and what ‘renewables and alternative energies’ will have to replace.Before
deep coal mining on a large scale began in England in the eighteenth century, and the first
commercially viable oil wells were sunk in Pennsylvania and Azerbaijan in the 1800s, the planet
had a broadly pastoral self-regenerative environment. There are various estimates of pre
industrial world population, but it cannot have exceeded 500 million, concentrated mainly in the
northern temperate areas of the globe. Hydrocarbon energy for heating, lighting and motive
power had to be extracted directly from plants and animals because no other sources were
available.Industrial developments made possible by burning fossil fuels in steam engines
changed this balance of human existence, by progressively reducing our environment to an
energy devouring commercial enterprise.Coal must be mined and oil has to be pumped at an
ever faster rate to be burned in the engines that power our society in order to meet the demands
of investors and future expectations of profit. In the developed world, our life support depends on
a carbon based economy, where every commercial transaction of any consequence is made
against the input and perceived increase in the value of fossil fuel energy. Whether currency is in
gold, silver, paper money or barter is an irrelevance; these are merely tokens of expected
increased profits on the goods and services being traded, goods which represent embodied
fossil fuels.Our society exists as a ‘market economy’, the essential function of which is to use
energy to make money, then use that money to access still more energy to make yet more
money. This is why we trade goods for labour, and vice versa, and it is a system of commerce
that has been used throughout recorded history. It can only continue to function as long as
energy is fed into the system; energy provides the growth to drive national economies and
prosperity. Our future must be fuelled at a faster rate than our past to sustain the debts of our
present. A foolish and unsustainable concept? It is, but bear in mind that your pension depends
on exactly that, and so does the value of any property you own. And more chillingly, so does your
children’s food supply. The earth represents a once-only resource. What we burn now will not be
available for future generations. The mothers of the next two billion of earth’s inhabitants are
alive now and approaching reproductive age. The world does not have sufficient indigenous



energy to support nine, 10 or 11 billion people; no one dare admit it, but culling on a calamitous
scale is inevitable.Since the 1970s reserves of fossil fuels have been diminishing, although we
believe that we can continue to use it to maintain our present lifestyle. While there may appear to
be a current glut of oil, this is not due to excess as politicians might have you believe, but the
inability of the world economy to burn it at a rate that creates ongoing and increasing
employment that will sustain the rising tide of unemployed youth. Net decrease in hydrocarbon
usage is beginning to destabilise the base of our industrialised society. Without that we go back
into the darkness of the Middle Ages, or worse. When (not if) that happens we might be lucky to
hold onto an existence akin to that of the fourteenth century. If we’re unlucky then we must
expect something that will be much darker and as yet inadmissible to modern minds that do not
have the scope to deal with its . It infers an unpleasant imagery of pre-history that we prefer to
ignore. Understandably, most recoil from it and think the same way.The oil shocks of the 1970s
showed with brutal clarity that the reversion to pre-industrial living will not be long and slow with
time for us to adjust to a new and simpler way of life. The change will hit quickly and hard. We
are already experiencing the first waves of that change in the economic collapse of the global
economy. The commercial system of the developed world cannot function on anything less than
constantly increasing energy input, but this is now slowing, reducing industrial output and raising
unemployment levels.Regardless of the cash in your wallet, or even millions in the bank, energy
is the only real currency you have or that has ever existed, because its value adjusts
automatically according to circumstance. To a starving man, the energy in a loaf of bread is
worth more than that contained in a new car; and a banknote has value only if you can use it to
buy the results of someone else’s effort. The definition of a collapsed economy is when no one
will trade their labour for your bit of coloured paper.Every western government has chosen to go
along with the optimism of the oil companies, the cornucopian nonsense that oil, if not quite
infinite, was available in such quantities that it would take our civilization so far into the future that
we need not concern ourselves with its immediate problems of supply. There was and still is a
belief that our corporate expansion could go on forever. This is why we welcome denial.We have
the same degree of complacency about energy supply as our hunter-gatherer forbears did. Oil,
coal and gas effectively form our ‘latest kill’ and most of us are too busy feeding on it to notice
that there will be nothing left when it’s finished.We appear to be the only species with the ability
to imagine our future and hold an in depth awareness of our past. But that awareness also gives
us the ability to deny that future, and convince ourselves that whatever we had yesterday must
be available tomorrow. Or a hundred years from now. Taking positive action to plan for an
unknown future, in evolutionary terms, is a waste of effort. This is why climate change deniers
hold such credence in our society; nobody wants to believe that the party’s finally over. We have
no way of coping with a threat that might or might not lie a few years hence. We can see busy
gas stations and well-stocked supermarkets all around us, so it is not in our short term interest to
accept that it could be otherwise.This Alice in Wonderland thinking fits neatly into our economic
and political structure. We are sold ‘green’ products under a variety of labels, each promising to



reduce our carbon footprint, and this injects a feelgood factor into whatever it is we’re buying. It
lends credence to the perception that by adding to the ‘stuff’ we consume, we are
simultaneously reducing global consumption of resources. “Facts do not cease to exist
because they are ignored” Aldous HuxleyOur political and economic system can only function
properly when people are in that state of denial, believing our leaders’ reassurances that our
lights can be kept burning forever. The universal law of delusional economics - that demand for
anything must result in ample supplies of it - fits in neatly with all that we want to hear.The
improvement in our living standards has been a short-lived phenomenon, exclusive to our times;
for many, those living standards are already starting to decline and that decline will continue as
oil supplies go on diminishing. By assuming that our future will be the same as our immediate
past, we are putting the survival of many billions of us at imminent risk.Energy on the edge“(oil)
volatility would be the hallmark of post peak oil because it was obvious that advanced
economies could not absorb super high prices and would crash in response; that at some point
after crashing, these economies would respond to the new lower price, resume their cheap oil
habits, and build to another price rise….and crash again in a declension of ever-lower industrial
activity.” James Howard Kuntsler, The Long Emergency 2004In the first 70 years of the twentieth
century, oil production rose by an average of 7% a year, which meant it doubled every 10 years,
driving the productivity of global industry at the same rate until the mid 1960s, which saw the
peak in discoveries of new oilfields. Over the following 30 years, while oil production growth
slowed to 2.1%, industry gave the appearance of powering on because more oil was constantly
being pumped into the global economic system.By 2005 oil production had squeezed up
towards the 75 million barrels per day (Mbd) mark, but it got no higher than that and between
2005 and 2011 growth was only 0.04%, which meant that oil output was flatlining. It took three
years for the fact to sink in, that we’d maxed out our oil credit card; then the price shot up from
$65 a barrel in 2006 to over $140 two years later. By 2008 oil cost five times more than it did a
decade earlier, which was why most of the world’s industrial economy crashed.Numerous
reasons for the crash were offered, and blame was heaped on every imaginable cause of the
problem; blame is irrelevant, economies cease to grow when the energy source that drives them
isn’t there. While oil producers are desperately trying to present their production figures in as
favourable a light as possible in order to sustain shareholder confidence, our energy driven
economy is playing out to its inevitable end.By the end of 2008 oil was relatively cheap again,
but by then the damage had been done. The weaker states of the European Union were close to
bankruptcy and the USA had an unemployment level of 10% and 44 million people on food aid.
Despite this, we’re allowing ourselves a degree of self-congratulation that we’re ‘coming out of
recession’. But think again. We live in an economic system that will ultimately become unviable if
it slows down. The complexity of the oil production and distribution system depends on that ever
increasing flow rate. There must be growth and everything, from the flow rate of oilwells to the
debt driven industrial economy it powers, depends on it.This is reflected in the economic and
political turmoil of the weaker states of the European Union. Greece was the first European



domino to go down. Essentially the Greeks created what they thought was a viable economy
based on an infinity of cheap oil. Now they can’t afford the necessary expensive oil to keep their
economy afloat. They want to borrow more and more money in the vain hope that it will kickstart
their destitute economy as some kind of substitute for energy. It won’t. The Greeks produce little
of any value; their main trade with the rest of the world is now tourism.The Greek problem is not
something happening to an insignificant little country thousands of miles away. Greece has
become the window on our future.Having fought war after war over energy and resources,
humanity finds itself at the very peak of energy use, brought there mainly through the technology
driven by the needs of conflict. Our society, having built on its own achievements, is now in
denial of our future. We face an existence in which we will attempt to ignore the laws of physics
by trying to support too many people on too little energy, because our politicians, economists
and religious leaders reassure us that this is possible.Grand schemes based on renewable or
hard-to-extract fossil fuel sources, costing billions and even trillions of dollars, are tossed around
like dice on a gaming table by political leaders who know the truth behind such nonsense, but
who also know that they must hold onto office at any cost, and that voters care only for the here
and now. Despite the temporary ‘glut’ of oil, which at best might last two or three years, we are at
the point of maximum oil production; sufficient energy is not going to be available to support the
financial system that we expect to use to buy our way out of energy deficit.Put more crudely,
declining energy input means declining money output.Physicists and engineers don’t measure
energy in terms of what it is, but rather in terms of what it does: as a capacity to do work for our
benefit. All forms of energy, whether mechanical, electrical, chemical, thermal, gravitational, or
nuclear, are all basically the same; they can be changed from one form to another, but only by
using or losing more energy in doing so. No form of energy can be created. There is no such
thing as new energy, only different ways of using what we have by changing it into different forms
for our use, accepting losses along the way. A nuclear power station uses heat to create steam,
which drives a turbine that produces electricity. A dam uses the gravitational energy in falling
water, originally from rain, to drive a turbine. A windfarm converts the sun’s energy (expressed
through wind) into electrical energy.
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David Shumaker, “I feel sorry for today's kids. I'm too old to worry about the coming world
collapse...debt that can't be repaid, currency wars, manipulation and interventions, Ponzi
schemes, criminal politicians and banksters, wars for control for the remaining oil, etc.I've read a
lot of the doom and gloom books, but none have gone into detail about the energy and
population perspective like this book.This is a well written book. I'm not an expert on how much
oil and natural resources are left, but the author's predictions will give younger people something
to think about.I also recommend reading the author's views on the worlds population.”

Tim the Duke, “Best value on Amazon by far. Norman gives an excellent overview of the modern
technological revolution that started with agriculture and has ultimately lead to the age of plenty.
Barring some totally unforeseeable energy miracle, the age of plenty is coming to a catastrophic
end soon. Very unfortunate. Don't read this book if you'd prefer to be an blissfully unaware
ignoramus. Actually I'd prefer to be a blissfully unaware ignoramus. But alas the world is finite,
once you know this you can't go back.”

Gary L, “Reality is Frightening. This book explains the logical and historical result of
overpopulation, overconsumption, unsustainable reliance on fossil fuels, unsustainable
agriculture, and finite supplies of fresh water. It's not pretty.There are obvious strategies which
we humans could apply, but it is unlikely that we will.I wish everyone would read this book.”

Cliffhanger, “Five Stars. One of the top five books I have ever read...And for the price one of the
best values I have ever found.”

Andrew, “Depression. Make sure you only read if you want to know the dire situation we will be
facing. The contents of this book made me depressed, the lowest I’ve been in fact. And I’m still
trying to recover.”

Thomas Malthus 2.0, “The End of More exquisitely dissects the rotting carcass of .... The End of
More exquisitely dissects the rotting carcass of our dying civilization and deserves a place
alongside other outstanding analyses of the end of the oil age including The Long Emergency
and The End of Growth.”

Steve Brown, “you couldn't do better than reading this book. If you want to understand what is
really going on in the world and how we got where we are, you couldn't do better than reading
this book. A very concise, easy to read fact based presentation of the historical and present role
of energy in society. This is not meant to be a "how to fix" book but rather a book that illustrates
the problem in simple enough terms that anyone who can read will understand what the
foundational base of all societies is and how it affects what we see in the world.”



Farrel Raven, “Do the maths.. A well written and well researched look at our culture right now.
Hard, cold and fully supported by facts and figures, this book fully describes our dire
predicament. It should be required reading for all of humanity but especially politicians. I can
hear the horsemen coming ...”

David, “Mandatory Reading For Everyone. This book is a complete description of our current
world and how we got here in easy to read terms. It pulls no punches. The essential basic fact is
that we have only lived in an industrialised society for a little over a hundred and fifty or so years
but in that short time, and all the advances considered as everyday now, have been based on
the ever increasing extraction of finite resources. The subsequent population growth is
increasing the rate of this extraction and we are now reaching the point where we will run out the
basics of our modern society and the correction which will not be pleasant..... If you are remotely
interested in humanity, politics, and especially those active within the environmental movement
and green issues, read this book.”

A. H. Back, “Our Future, Sans Wine, Sans Song, Sans Everything. The authors take a distinctly
pessistic view of our future.as a species. The main and insoluble problems are population
growth and energy depletion. We need ever more energy using fossil fuels to feed an ever
increasing population and the energy resources are rapidly being exhaused while the numbers
are increasing out of control. There is much detail to support these claims and only an
unexpected success in finding an entirely new energy resourse could falsify the conclusion of
the book - that we are doomed. Perhaps those working on nuclear fusion might find this book a
useful weapon in their requests for more research funding. The book is very well written and
provides chapter and verse for the claims that it makes. Many well-establised civilizations in
history and prehistory have simply disappeared as the natural resources they depended on, like
water and fertile land, have failed to be preserved, and on present showing ours is another in
that long and ultimately inevitable sequence.”

Caterthun, “A depressing near future... Most civilisations that have collapsed in the past did not
see the end coming. Unfortunately we can and I can not disagree with the end of our life style as
described in this book.”

Ollie C, “Chilling, uncomfortable yet enlightening read. One of the best books I've read and
provides facts and evidence for what I've feared for sometime - that we are living in an
unsustainable dream world.”

The book by Massimiliano Caranzano has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 31 people have provided
feedback.
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